
HOCS – HOTEL OPERATION    

CONTROL SYSTEM

POST COVID - 19

… a brief understanding



CHALLENGES – POST COVID 

19
 Hotels will now be judged not on the basis of luxury and 

facilities, but on healthy contamination free ambience.

 Checking on the operations will become more intense by 

GM & HODs.

 Huge monitoring of checklists will be required to be in 

business.

 All staffs has to be given enough security against 

contamination in regular work practices.

 Guests will be more concerned to cross check on the 

checking facilities provided by the hotel.

 Hotels will have to go more digital to ensure the standards 

promised to the guests.



QUESTIONS UNANSWERED

 How do the management keep a track of monitoring COVID 19 hazards and 
the SOPs mentioned through the checklists?

 How do the GM / COO / CEO / MD / CM monitor the daily performance of 
the departments?

 How does the management know about the daily work completion of each 
department?

 How does the management keep a track of the incomplete jobs of the 
department?

 How does the management keep updated daily when on business tours?

 How do you account for the guests complaints daily on operational issues?

THE ANSWER TO ALL THESE ABOVE QUESTIONS ARE SOMETIMES 
UNKNOWN TO THE TOP MANAGEMENT & A STRONG SOLUTION 
IS REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT BEST CONTROL MEASURES AND 
INVERSELY MAXIMIZE PROFITS IN THE BUSINESS.



OPERATIONS CONTROL  POST 

COVID - 19

 Hotels will have enormous checklist which has to be maintained stringently in all 
departments, mainly Housekeeping, F&B Service and Food Production zones.

 Cross contamination must be avoided, so paper checklists are now a passé.

 Room checks has to be more defined, not clean rooms but hygienic rooms.

 Monitoring hotel operations will be the major key area in hotel operations.

 Checklist audits will be more functional.

The only solution to this is HOCS – cloud software maintaining all the data for your 
safety.



HOTEL CONTROLS

 It is very important that the top management is always aware about the daily
operations and its productivity level in all department.

 Guest presently are very smart and can ruin business through their comments
in social media without any interventions.

 Hotels need to be very careful that all areas are maintained in the best

possible standards.

 Due to huge competition in the present market, the top management is
constantly busy in formulating ideas to maximize revenue, thus losing partly
the control over operations.

 The top management is almost blank about the control measures when on

business tours.

 HR has no clue to judge the performance of supervisors or managers for the
correct appraisals and attritions.



HOCS – CONTROLS 

SOFTWARE 
 The only such kind of hospitality software globally which

will constantly help the departments and the top management
aware about the performance level in operations.

 An unique software complete designed for monitoring the
operations of each department of the hotel, through
paperless information transfer.

 An user friendly cloud based software for all checklists of
the departments which can be operated and monitored by
the supervisors and top management globally through an
android phone.

 A one stop solution to keep the hotel operations always on an
active mode, ensuring the highest level of performance
from each individual.



HOCS PROCEDURE

 It has checklists that need to be filled up by the
supervisors and sent to the HOD for approval. This is
done directly in the software through a simple log in in
a desktop or in a android phone.

 On the approval of the HOD, it then automatically
goes to the top management to be viewed.

 HOCS has 3 (three) levels of operation – Supervisor /
Level 1, HOD / Level 2 & GM / CMD / Level 3.

 The complete department information of the previous
day can be seen at a glance on the performance of the
HOD and supervisors of any particular department.



EFFECTIVE GMs JOB 

 GM are now concerned more about the revenue of
the hotel and so there is likely to be overlooking
regular operational issues partly.

 As HOCS is time and day bound, it will keep all
operations alert, thus keeping the hotel at its best
always, avoiding unnecessary comments by guests.

 GM on one click can reveal the last day’s
performance of the department in terms of
supervision and check by the concerned HoDs.



REVENUE REPORTS

 Dashboard has been so designed that all Revenue
Reports (Sales, Front Office & F&B) along with
Guest Satisfaction % of Rooms Division & F&B
Service departments can be viewed on one screen to
understand the previous day’s business at a glance
ONLY by the top management.

 The Dashboard also has separate Books on Business
Reports of the revenue producing departments to give
a complete overview of APC, ARR, RevPAR, etc in
its reports for the top management to take necessary
actions.



CUSTOMIZATION 

 Checklist of all departments, both operational and non
operational can be customized as per the requirement
of the hotel.

 There can be unlimited number of reports, unlimited
number of checklist under each report and unlimited
number of supervisors in a department.

 USP of HOCS is that it monitors the performance of
both Level 1 and Level 2 on a regular basis,
eliminating the blame game in departments, thus
assisting in department appraisals.



TRAINING

 SOPs of the departments can be uploaded by the
top management and is readily available to only
view by HODs & Supervisors / Level 1.

 As an internal communication system, the top
management can view the performance of a
department for any particular date and discuss on
the issues. As it stores performance data for an
year, it makes it convenient to train the
departmental team on the grounds where it has not
performed satisfactorily.



SECURITY & INTEGRITY

 In the reports the id of the last user is notified thus
securing the documentations being user secured.
All users have a designated unique ID which
reflects on the reports they modify. Nobody can
tamper any report as their id gets recorded.

 Everybody is expected to have integrity in their
jobs they do. If the performance is constant over a
period of time, it gives a hint to the management
that there may be a necessity to check for integrity.



PRODUCTIVITY LIFT

 The checklists can be modified / edited only till 11 pm, after
which it will not be seen any longer. With a new date, a new
form gets automatically activated. Neither the supervisor, nor
the HOD can rectify a checklist of a previous date. This
improves the promptness of the departments to complete a
day’s job within that date.

 An auto generated mail goes to the HoDs when they do not
approve any checklist or report signifying lower performance
level.

 The Level 1 / supervisors performance gets notified
automatically in the Dashboard of the top management,
showing the achievement %. Better the achievement %
shown in the dashboard, better the productivity.



FINANCIAL GAINS 

 HOCS works on the principle “Penny Saved is a Penny 
Earned”. It reduces the stationery cost of checklists 
helping the hotel to go greener. Dashboard of the top 
level can be printed (print option available for 
Dashboard only) for discussions in meetings, other 
forms do not have print options.

 Time management – saves a lot of time in the morning 
meeting, giving more effective time for more 
productivity.

 Increases the productivity of the staff, reducing HR cost 
to an extent possible.



UNDERSTANDING HOCS

 Please type www.ehospitalitymentor.com and click Controls button to open
HOCS. The other icons can be very useful for Training modules and other
activities of the hotel. You can create a shortcut in your desktop or mobile for
easy opening with one click.

http://www.ehospitalitymentor.com/


SECURED LOG IN

Every user is given an unique ID to open the software. It is secured so that
whenever any changes are made, the last used id is automatically
recorded and can be viewed by the top management.



CHECKLIST & MENU

SUPERVISOR



MENU SCREEN

The view of the screen of Level 1 to view the profile which can be edited if there are 
any changes. Other options in the menu are, Submit Report, View Report, View 
Notice & View SOP.



OPENING CHECKLIST

Supervisor selecting the Checklist from the list of checklists to fill up 
and submit. Heading needs to be clicked to see the checklists and then 
Select the Checklist to be filled in.



SUBMITING CHECKLIST

Checklist is viewed and has to be filled in by just clicking the button – that simple. In
case if any point is undone and the supervisor clicks NO, then a Remarks can be
made at the bottom so that the information can be conveyed officially to the HOD for
further necessary action. Submit by clicking Save Report at the bottom of the page.



EDITING CHECKLISTS

After submitting the Reports, it can be viewed if it needs to be edited on the same day,
before the HOD has approved the report. The last edit time is 11 pm, after which
the form will disappear and cannot be accessed by the supervisor or even by the
HOD.



VIEW NOTICE

Any Notice posted by the HOD or top management can be viewed here.
This will help all to ensure they do not miss any official communication.



VIEW DEPARTMENT SOP

SOP uploaded only by the top management can be view here by the Supervisor /
Level 1 employees. This is an useful tool for constant training to the
departmental staff where they can refer the SOP whenever required.



CHECKLIST & MENU

HOD



MENU SCREEN

The menu board for the HOD to check, edit and approve checklist, signifying the work
completion of the department. There may be Reports specifically for HODs, which has
to be submitted in similar fashion as Level 1. The HOD can also add Notice here for his
departmental employees. Notices and SOP can also be viewed here.



REPORT APPROVAL

Reports sent by Supervisors can be viewed here where Last edit, Status, Approval time 
left for submission gets recorded when the HOD approves. The approval is done in 
similar way as Level 1. It can be viewed or deleted by the HOD as desired.



DASHBOARD & MENU

GM / TOP MANAGEMENT



MENU SCREEN

Here Profile for all can be created, HODs and Supervisors are to be registered from
here. All checklist that needs to be edited, checklist points and SOPs to be uploaded
are to be done only from here. This is to ensure complete control of the top
management over the entire operation and hierarchy process.



VIEW REPORT SCREEN

Reports of all departments sent and approved a day before can be viewed from here by
clicking the action button. On clicking the Action button, the entire report sent by the
HOD after approval can be viewed, shown in the next slide.



REPORT VIEWING

The complete report can be viewed by the top management in this format and have the
complete information of the operations of the previous day.



REPORT STATUS

Here the reports of earlier dates or for a period of time can be viewed for reference. It can be

done for a particular department for a particular date or period or can be viewed for all
departments, as required. Total complete and incomplete reports for a period of time can

be seen here, judging the credibility and performance of a department.



NOT SUBMITTED 

REPORTS

This unique concept is the USP of the software where unfinished jobs can be easily traced
for the last day or for a particular period for all departments or for a particular
department, as desired. For non submitted reports, a automated mail goes to the
department HOD after 12 midnight to signify the job not done.



DASHBOARD - REVENUE

One glance information of the entire Sales department of the previous day, to be completed after
Night audit and before the morning or sales meeting by the HOD - Sales. It gives a complete
statement of the business and is very convenient for the management to take business
decisions based on this report.



DASHBOARD - OPERATIONS

The most unique feature of the dashboard where the performance of the department, 
especially for the Level 1 is portrayed  automatically through percentage on the basis 
of their departmental performance and job completion.



DASHBOARD – BUSINESS ON 

BOOKS

(FRONT OFFICE & F&B)
The Front Office & F&B Service

department HODs of the
concerned department after the
Night Audit and before the
morning meeting. This keeps
them ready in the morning
regarding the business
proceedings of the last day and
helps to take immediate decision
to improve the business and
look for new avenues to
overcome the deficit. A very
important tool to monitor the
overall economics of the regular
business. A print of this entire
page only can be taken and can
be forwarded to the Board of
Directors, if required, to judge
the entire performance of the
hotel, both operational and
financial.



THE MOBILE VERSION -

HOCS

Screen shot of the mobile phone version to
show how HOCS can be operated from
any part of the globe with a simple
requirement of a smart phone and just an
internet connection – the entire hotel
operationscan be at the finger tips.

Truly an unique way to controls.



RESPONSIBLE 

HOSPITALITY

POST COVID - 19. 

… anish banerjee initiative.
URL : www.ehospitalitymentor.com

Phone : 8777729383

http://www.ehospitalitymentor.com/

